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the W'Oolsaek

"inevitable"

0

PEAKS AT USD SEPTEMBER 27

Nader calls S.D.

Spencer Busby
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader said
last week that a plane crash in San Diego
was "inevitable" because of the location
of Lindbergh Field and failure of the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
to req uire more advanced collision aviod·
ance systems.
Nader also called for the resignation of
FAA Ch ief Admin istrator Langhorne
Bond , during a press conference pre·
ceding a scheduled speech at Universi ty
of San Diego September 27 .
" Langhorne is apathetic and resig ned,"
cha rged Nader. " He should quit, go back
to a farm and raise dandelions. "
Nader also chided the FAA for lagging
in its efforts to install aircrash safety
equipment and challenged the FAA to
hold a conference in San Diego on the
possible elimination of Lindbergh Field as
San Diego 's major commercial airport.
"The FAA reac ts to disaster instead of
trying to prevent it," Nader said. He
added that the "angle of descent (into
Lindbergh Fiel d) is too steep for safety."
"The FAA is one of the worst regu latory agencies Washington has ever
seen," Nader continued. "The FAA has
been sitting on collision avoidence
systems for years... and is going to wake
up when its top officials are subject to

civil and criminal prosecution."

ON LAW STUDENTS
Commenting on today's law students,
Nader - a Harvard Law graduate who
refers to Harvard as "the best of the
worst" - said: "Law students have to
learn to think for themselves and decide
if they want to be lawyers for justice or
lawyers for corporations."

Nader also praised President Carter's
recent criticism of lawyers and the ABA :
"It was a good speech.
Carter used
our stu dy," Nader noted, si miling in
apparent delight at the greater degree of
influence he has had over Carter than previous Presi dents.
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safety, child raising, nuclear and solar
power, and sex.
ON AIRLINE SAFETY
" It's remarkable that more people on
the ground weren 't killed by the PSA 727
crash," Nader said.
He suggested that the FAA disallow
continued use of Lindbergh Field by
small aircraft. " Mix ing small and big
planes is like mixing pedestrains and
traffic on a highway ."
ON AIR POLLUTION
"GM creates 20 percent of the air
pollution in this country. GM ought to
add to its shareholders reports: 'By the
way , we increased air pollution in the
U.S. by five percent this year.'"
ON SOLAR ENERGY
" Everybody knows the power of the
sun, including a little boy holding a
magnifying glass over an ant.
"We only have enough coal and gas to
use for 50 to 70 years . Solar energy is an
effective solution that will bring us
all the energy we'll ever need for four
billion years , which makes for good
long·range planning.
"Furthermore, Exxon can't claim to
own the sun or withhold it for higher
prices. .
In fact , I don't even think
Exxon can promise to generate eccl ipses
on demand."
ON AUTO SAFETY
"Som e cars look like they are prepared
for war. .. and are designed to protect
the metal from pedestrians. The cor·
porate preference is for dreamboats and
psychosexual vehicles reve rberating w ith
our inner desires to keep ahead of the
Jones'. We need more human technology
in car designs.
"The Pin to fuel tank and Firestone
radial tires are perfect ex ampl es of ve h icle
design defects. I know some people
who are mailing their defecting ti res to
Congressmen.
"We could save 40,000 lives a year if
cars were built properly . And that's
conti nued on page 5

Nader refused to endorse Carter for
Presid en t in 1980, however, noting his
9 .04 PERCENT TUITION HIKE
opposition to Carter's energy policies.
When asked his opinion of a possible
Brown candi dacy, Nader siad : " It's
twidle-dum·twidle-dee; Brown and Carter
Spencer Busby
are a lot more alike than most people
A 9.04 pe rcent increase in full -time,
bel ieve.
.and I don"t make political
1979-80 law school tuition is being
endorsements:•·
recommended by the University Tu ition
Nader's two-hour speech at USD
Committee over opposition by Dean
Donald Weckstein and law faculty reprecovered a broad range of topics, including
airl ine safety, corporate and student
sentative Larry Alexander, the Woolsack
power, asbestos dangers, consumer fraud,
has learned.
_co_..rp'-o_r_ate
'--'-b-ri_be_r.;.y:..
, ..;e;..n;.;.er;..::g:.:.
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us:.:a;:ge:.:,...::au::.;t:::o_ _ _.:,Th.:,:e:.._tu:::_ition increase was passed by
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PHOT OG RAPH : Bv STEVE ROSENTHAL

Ralph Nader gav& a two-hour speech to a capaciyy crowd in USD 's Camino Theatre September 21.

330 tuition increase recommended
the Tuition Committee last week and
will go to the University Budget Committee,
Universi ty
Presi dent
and
Board of Trustees for approval.
If
ad1 ~ opted as expected, a returning fulltime student wi ll pay $3980 in tuition
next year.
The Tuition Comm ittee is also
recommending that night students pay an
exactly proportional amo unt of tuition
next year rather than suffer the usual
penalty .
LOWEST IN FIVE YEARS
Th e approx imately nine percent
tuition hike is the lowest in five years .
(Tuition increased 24 percent in .
1974-76, 12 percen t in 1976-77,
27 percent in 1977-78 and 11 percent
in 1978-79. National Inflation is currenttyabout 8 .5 percent.)'
Professor Alexander argued fo r "at

' HON PROFIT ORG.
U.S.,,,....
PAl.D •

s.n oie.o.~

Troy Smith and Art Buch arc tho .
PHOTOG RAPH BY LINDA GE NTILE
wlll represent USO In the National ';~ners of the 1978 Attornev·Client Competition. They
1979. (See cartoon on loser&, page _ torney-C/lent Competition to be held et USO In Morch,
31
SEE CARTOON ON LOSER 'S: PAGE 3

PwmltNo,341&

least a ten percent" increase in student
tuition in order to finance faculty salaery
increases above ten percent.
" FACULTY POVERTY"
" But when Alexander started pleading law faculty poverty, " according to
Mark Norych , the law student represent·
ative on the Committee, the Committee
sided with students on the lower figure.
" Law faculty do not need another
large salary increase," added Norych .
" I told Alexander that I wish I was
in his tax bracket . . . My New York
state loan certainly doesn 't go up
nine percent a year."
The current average full -time faculty
salary In $28,000 said Norych . " Even
the lowest paid full -time faculty mem·
ber excluding the cli nic professors,
receive\ $20,000."
continued on page 8
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BDJrTOBZAL
SBA - MAKING THE BEST OF IT

On September 22, the Student Bar Association met to allocate the
student activity budget for this year.
The overall budget from student activity fees was $13, 775; seven·
teen organizations requested funding. The meeting was conducted
In a forthright manner, with Diane Dal Santo'and the Board attempting
to shave each budget request of avoidable spending, while shifting
funds around in the interest of fairness .
However, we were dismayed by the low amount of funds In contrast
to what was available last year. This reduction has resulted In cutthroat
competition for funds . Many organizations were severely cut, Including
the Women's Legal Center which Is given three months to come up
with another source of funding . The SBA states they cannot afford
to support a clinic operation with this year's budget.
As this year's organizations have Increased in number and size,
they have expanded past the capacity of the budget. The services of
some of these groups may be substantially curtailed by lack of money
And'We hope that the SBA will take action by acting as a liason for
ttiose organ izati ons that will seek non·SBA funds. In order to meet
the needs of the student body at large , It may be necessary for the
SBA to take action to increase the activity fund for next year. A
small increase in the student activity fee may be in order.
It is our opinion that the procedure for the allocation process
should be changed. In spite of the contention by the Board members
that the same stringent trimming methods were used on all the group's
budget requests, we feel the lottery system offers an intrinsic advantage
to the organizations that are seen while the pot is still full.
Our suggestion for rectifying the procedure is for the Board to meet
prior to the allocations hearing, to set firm policy on what kinds of
funding will be allowed. The allocations hearing should take place
after all organizations have been informed of this policy. Following
the hearing, the SBA should have an open meeting which would not
allow additional group input. At this meeting they would r~aluate
all the budget requests and decide on final allocations. We feel this
would be an improvement over the decide-as-we-go method used
in last week's meeting.
The Woolsack congratulates the SBA on its efforts towards equity
within a difficult budget. We hope that next year will see a new stra·
tegy for the allocations process and some forethought for securing more
funds for student activities.

UCSD LAW SCHOOL
Recently, there has been much talk of USO Law School seceding
from the University of San Diego and becoming a satellite of UC San
Diego. We have heard the reasoning until our ears have rattled. La
Jolla is a nicer place for future professionals than Linda Vista. UCSD
is closer to the ocean, it has a beautiful campus, more cultural and
recreational activities. better neighborhood restaurants, lower tuition,
nicer classrooms , and several beautiful well-designed libraries.
Yes, we 've heard these arguments, these exercises in pedantry and
empty rhetoric. We feel that the University of San Diego has been
depreciated unfairly. Let's look at the many advantages of being a
part of USO .
Despite the fact that 19% of our tuition finds its way into the
undergrad school - and there is talk of an increase - we still retain
the privilege of paying for what cultural and recreational events that
take place at USO . For example while undergraduates had to get in
free to see Ralph Nader last month we were allowed (cynics would say
required ) to pay $1.50. The cultural events at USO are sparse. We
feel that this is an advantage to law students who need as few distrac·
tions from their studies as is humanly possible .
However, what cultural events that do take place at USO are filled
with significance. Last year, Bob Hope came to our school and the
year before Steve Allen accepted an invitation to appear.
Ther~ are those who claim that our library is overcrowded and
poorly ht. Are these really complaints? What is crowded to some is
cozy and com~unal to others. Furthermore, our library should be
com~nded for its "romantic" lighting since this is energy conserving.'
. It is clear to us that the University of San Diego and our law school
1
~ a marriage made in heaven . Unfortunately, there are those who
find the need to complain no matter how fortunate they are.

"It i an I t often we get

f
lawyer wh
a amous
suits lasot won ~ive malpractice
year

STOP KVETCHING I

• •

To the Editor:
I have read with lnteres1
your recent series of articles
on "push points".
I don'1
understand all the kvetching.
It would seem that certain
people are acting like yenta's .
They simply don 't want to do
any work . When I came here
two years ago few were un·
prepared for class. Now people
walk Into class with dogs.
We have this problem simply
because people don 't want to
fulfill their obligations. That
Larry Alexander has proposed a /
system which Is arbitrary I will
not deny. However, the opposition has the responsibility to ;
propose an alternative .
As
Disraeli once noted, repartee Is
no substitute for a sound policy .
If Spencer Robsplerre and his
Jacobin friends have a proposal
let them run It up a flagpole and
see if anyone salutes.
In conclusion, we should face
the facts.
Most professionals
are elitist by nature . With that ·
elitism comes responsibility,
noblisse oblige if you like .
The responsibility here is to
cooperate with the program by
doing your work . If you don't
PHOTGRAPH BY STEVE ROSENTHA L
want to do it fi ne, but don 't
Wild Bill Wang offers his schtick ·
kvetch .
Best Wishes, mention simply reading It in script - bad grade - Is that it
Irwin Nowick that period of time; Is no small simply is not true.
accomplishment.
Many students have gotten
She also stated that she grades higher than Weissman's
hacf previously spent time read· 85 - plus push points - without
IN SUPPO.RT OF WANG
Ing hornbooks, etc. in the ever having used the transcript
library. She asserts, however, or knowing of Its existence .
To the Editor:
that
her high grade was solely
Likewise, many students who
There is much to object to
about R. Weissman's harangue due to the transcript, a con· have had the transcript since the
against Professor Wang in t he clusion that is, at the least, first day of class have gotten
mediocre grades.
Woolsack, 9-22-78.
Cutting questionable. But my strongest
The possible solutions to this
away most of the emotional objection to her formula for
success
in
Corporations
Tran·
problem
present their own diffi·
garbage, her criticism of Pro·
script
·
good
grade
;
No
Tranfessor Wang apparently narrows
down to two main points.
First, is the presence in
many students' possession of a
The VVoolsack invites submission of guest commentary and
transcript of Prof. Wang 's Cor·
porations lectures.
Weissman letters. They must bt; typed and.received by The Woolsack (on the
implicitly blames him, If not for bottom floor of ' . : law building) by the deadline posted on The
the transcript's very · existance, Woolsack board. Next edition's. deadline is Tuesday, Oct. 17 at
then at least for its continued 5.01p.m .
Altemative/y, letters and articles for submission may be mait d
usefulness In following his lecto c/o Woo/sack, 7505 Linda Vista Rd., No. 4, San Diego, Ca. 9 211 ~tures.
I do not, however, notice in
her letter any criticism or
outrage over the fact that other
professors teach from casebooks ·
for which canned briefs are
readily available for a relatively
low price (and, I might add,
with no "pimping" required) .
Weissman also does not level
her guns on other professors
who hand out outl ines and
course materials from which the
relevant lectures can be followed
very closely . Nor do I see even
a mention of all the Gilbert's
and other commercial outlines
available for most all law school
courses.
While I have ambiva lent feel ·
ings about the usefulness and
propriety of all these helpers .-• I
have never felt that students'
dependence on them or use of
them could be blamed on the
professors. And I have ocasslonally wondered. while listening to
a fel low student reading verb&·
tim from a canned brief In class,
how I would deal with It If ~ 1
were one of the teachers.
1
More specifically . Ms. Weissman attacks Prof. Wang because
s~e attributes her 85 on the ;
final to having acquired a
transcript shortly before the
exam . From what I have hoard
Publllhld by the
~o transcript Is over 300 page;
UNIVERSITY OFstudenu of the
1n length . Digesting and assl ml·
.
OF LAW
latlng that much material, not to
•.,..
XI. 4343
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Levine confesses .. .

Coffee, tea, or TB
The Woo/sack teamed several
weeks ago that a coffee cup
bel ong/ng to Professor John
Roche was stolen from the
faculty coffee room in the
main law building.
After
obtaining the requisite search
warrants and conducting a
thorough investigation and inter·
rogation of most of the faculty,
the Woo/sack cornered Professor
Harvey Levine last week, read
him his Miranda rights, and
elicited the f ollowing admissable
confessi on. - Ed.

I don't share some of the
luxu ries of tenured professors ..
and I don't have my own coffee
cup.
So lacking the prestige
of owning my own cup, I
borrowed the most prestigious·
looking cup on the shelf, not
knowing at the time it belonged
to anyone else.
I made this cup of tea and
brought it to my office, where I
ti rst noticed that the cup unlike any cup I'd ever seen had a plastic name label on it,
wh ich indicated it was the
property of John Roche .
After momentary deliberat ions on the nature and extent
of any calculated risks which
might flow from the fact that it
was John 's cup, I made a biting
decision to complete the cup
of tea anyway .

Then I washed out the cup, . tive results and that I was
carefully dried it, and placed quite excited to learn that it
it back on my desk . For some was not TB at all, but merely
strange reason, due to the an aggravated case of monodistorted priorities which are nucleosis, and that therefore
frequently incidental to an over- there 1appeared to be no ;iroblem
dose of academia, I forgot to with returning the cup.
return Roche's prestigious cup
Roche's behavioral response
to its place on the cupboard of reflects the relative paranoia
the faculty coffee room.
a faculty member can develop
after having been emersed in
cases and materials on criminal
THREE WEEKS LATER
law for a prolonged period of
About three weeks later (a
time .
He now has his cup
relatively short period of time
for those deeply emersed in chained and locked to the wall
Given the
those cases and materials on of the cupboard.
that
can
torts ). Roche placed a large absent-mindedness
develop
as
a
consequence
of
sign of a "wanted dead or
prolonged
academia
in
general,
alive " nature in the faculty
coffee room, aggravated by the we're hoping he doesn't lose
offering of a bounty for capture his key to the lock.
(Still untenured)
of the person who confiscated
h is coffee cup.
Being extremely sensitive to
his peculiar sensitivities (not to
mention the law of trespass
to chattel or conversion) I
decided to return the cup with
a note of explanation .
The
explanation
which
accompa nied the returning of
the cup, explained to John
that my delay in returning the
cup was caused by my concern
for his health . More specifically,
I explained that after. drinking
from the cup, 1 was concerned
that I maight have a severe
case of TB , and I didn't want
to return it until I received a
medical examination.
I then explained that the
examination showed some posl -

Harvey Levine
Given the above shenanigans,
the Woo/sack has subsequently
learned that semi-Dean Lazerow
has placed a thick black label
over his faculty room coffee
cup stating "Property of Herb
Lazerow."
Professor Roche
refused to comment directly on
whether he will support the
granting of tenure for Prof.
Levine, but faculty Insiders
say that Roche is more concemed with how long a prison
term he can work our with his
connections at the D.A. 's office
for Levine. "Levine can apply
for tenure at Chino," Roche
reportedly suggested. - Ed.
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APHRODITE
CATERERS

discuss
'Women
and
Preparations are underway will
for the 8th Far West Regional Power."
Highlighting
the
three
day
Conference on Women and the
Law which will be held Octo- event will be a Judge's banquet
ber 27-29, 1978 in San Diego, on Saturday night, October 28
Ca. This year's conference is C.ddressing thebanquet will ~
being sponsored by Western California's firest woman State
State University , College of Supreme Court Chief Justi ce
Law, San Diego, in cooperation t~e Honorabl e Rose El izabeth
with the University of San Brrd. The banquet will honor
Diego and California Western the wome n who serve as judges
the
Far
West
law schools.
The conference throughout
Region .
is expected to attract hundreds
CRUCIAL
TIME
of attorneys, law students and
The Bth Regional Confe rence
concerned citizens for the sevenstate region which e ncompasses on Women and the Law comes
California, Oregon, Washington, at a crucial time fn both legal
Alaska, Idaho, Hawaii and Ne- and social history . The Equal
Rights Amendment is just three
vada.
Each year this conference aat~s away from becoming a
Discrimination and
is organized by law students reality ·
to promote the equality of the concomitant problems which
arise.
in
attempting
to abrogate
women through a series of
educational workshops , to de- It still plague us. This confervelop and exchange technical ~nce wi II offer an extremely
and litigational skills, and to important opportunity for both
create a nationwide support wome n and men in the Far
network of women in law. Nest region to come together
'Women Inspirit" (Inspirit: To and become informed and ex put spirit into, give life or posed to the very best speakers
on these topics.
courage to; cheer , exhilarate
Also, there is a crucial need
has been chosen as this year's
for housing for the many stuconference theme . It illustrates
dents who will be coming f~om
the importance of women workoutside the San Diego area to
ing together and supporting
attend the conference. If you
each other in a field which
can spare some room in your
was once a male bastion.
home for a visiting law student
30 WORKSHOPS OFFERED
please contact the Women and
The conference will offer
the Law Conference office or
over 30 workshops, seminars and
sign up on the housing Iist
speakers focusing on such topics
located on the USO Womenas:
Violence Against Women,
in-Law Bulletin Board (first
The Economics of Being a
floor of Law School on west
Woman, Third World Women
wall next to soda machine).
Discrimination in Education and
Registration materials for the
Employment, Age Discriminaconference are now available in
tion and Lesbian Rights. The
envelopes on the Women-in Saturday luncheon will feature
Law Bulletin Board. For more
a panel of prominent speakers
information please contact Pat
from the seven-state region who Keliher at 284·7964.

DEANS .SUWOR.T BlRD
In a press conference held
Wednesday , USO Law School
Dean Donald Weckstein and
the deans of Cal Western
and Western State University Law Schools denounced
what they called a "misdirected " attack against State
Supreme ,court Chief Justice
R'ose Bird in the current
confirmation-election.
The three deans expressed
a concern that the public
may be misled by current
advertisements urging Bird's
rejection based on recent
decisions announced by the
Court.
The current confirmation
procedure, according to the

deans, is intended merely to
enable voters to remove
judges who are physically and
mentally incompetent - not
to get rid of judges who
render unpopular decisions.
Bird and three other justices appear on the Nov. 7
ballot for a " yes" or "no "
vote by the electorate. They
are the targets of an ouster
campaign by state Sen. H. L.
Richardson 's Law and Order
Campaign Committee, which
has produced television cornmen:ials attacking Bird for
her rulings in two recem
cases involving a rape and
mandatory busing in Los
Angeles.

Br:own GritiCizes Attacks·
on Chief ,Justice Bird
SACRAMENTO (UPl1 - Gov.
s~ drew heavy fire trom
Edmund G. Brown Jr. Thursday women's groups and "law and
defended embattled Chief Justice order" cqanlzat.lons recently for
Rose Bird a1aJoat charaes that &be her concurring opinion In a ~2 dedwu soft on rapill8.
aloo In which the court fouod that
"I think she's been Independent, the crime of rape dJd not constitute
toulh and fair," be declared. "And ~
u defined lo the state
those who try to raise ~
spurious l&sues have not read the
8rowu noted..tllalllllt. of the bllla
law or her opinions."
be alped wW dell)' probaUoa ADir
The governor l&sued bis defeDR require an automatic ~ term
of the first woman chief Justice lo for rapists. He alto recalled that
California history at a ceremony earlier he signed lestalallcln doubl·
where he sl111ed seven bllll Intend· loJ. that penalties for rape.
'It's
to the leliaJature to set
ed to aid rape victims and deal
·more severely with rapists.
r,eo B::ie.!n an!'.1d"
Justice Bird, appointed by Brown
to the blib court lo 1977, ii factna a response ~ Justice Bird's conmajor efecllon challenge Nov. 7 on troversial vote lo the rape cue.
"I'm sure the chief Justice and
whether or not she should keep her
poet. Among other charaes op- the court wUI caniy out the law as It ,
ponents conlend she ii
on wu written and not ac:cordlo& to
their particular blu.''
crime.

!cL'?

:J::1,

call St.eve, Petal' or JKk
et 298 • 7302

• dlvlllon of Kunt1 Food
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Prop.5: Smoking Pro and Con
CON: Right to smoke
The Clean Indoor Air ln i·
tiative's public opposition has
come principally from Ca liforni·
ians For Common Sense.
In a media campaign accel·
erating weekly, Cal ifornians For
Common Sense suggest that
the initiat ive would be a night·
mare of overregulation. At best,
they claim it would be impos·
sible to enforce; at worst, an
expensive invasion of private
lives and businesses by ar>
officious government .
LABOR, POLITICAL
LEADERS FIGHT INITIATIVE
Headed by 1974 Republican
~bernatorial nominee Houston
Ffournoy" and Democrat John
Henning, head of the Californ ia
AFL-CIO, the anti·5 committee
has acquired endorsements from
San Diego Pol ice Chief Will iam
Kolender, San Diego County
Sheriff John Duffy, and San
Diego Urban League President
Oarence
Pendleton,
Labor
leaders lined up against the
measure also include the heads
of the Los Angeles Teamsters,
Ca rtfornia Teachers Union of
Los Angeles and various locals
of the Carpenters Union .
CLEAN AIR ARGUMENTS,
DATA BELITTLED
In answer to the assertion

that the right to breathe clean
air should supe.rsede the right
to smoke where the two con·
flict, Michael D. Meyers, a
spokesman
for
"Common
Sense ," re plied his group has
not taken an official stand on
that philosophy because "es·
sentially it 's a constitutional
issue."
"My personal view is
th ink it's presumptious [sic]
and arrogant," Meyer said. "I
don 't see how they can state
that one person's rights super·
sede another's."
MEDICAL REPORTS BATTLE.OF EXPERT
WITNESSES?
Meyers dism issed claims of
the cleari air advocates that
"second-hand smoke" could be
medically harmful to non·
smokers. " There are conflicting
medical reports on that," he
said. " You can get a clinical
report to say anything you
want."
Medical witnesses have re·
cently testified that there is
no proof that tobacco smoke
in the air harms people exposed
to it. In a one-day hearing
before Rep. Walter B. Jones
and his House tobacco subcommittee, Dr. Edwin Fisher, path·

ology professor at the Uni·
versity of Pittsburgh, said the
vocal nonsmokers were suffer·
ing more from "smo ke·aphobia ~·
than from any actual effects
of smoke .
In addition to government
efforts, increasing quantities of
data on smoking and health
have
been
made
available
through generous grants by
tobacco companies. "To ensure
absolute objectitivty," states the
August issue of The Tobacco
Observer, "the to bacco industry
has supported hundredS of inde·
pendent research ·efforts with
completely nonrestrictive funding." In many years the industry's fun ding of such research
has exceeded that of any govern·
ment department, and now
annually surpass as the combined grants of the major
voluntary health organizations.
INDUSTRY VIEWPOINTS
However, both sides have
used medical reports selectively,
and the official public platform of the Tobacco lnsti-

Second-year evening student Jim
Poole investigated the pros anc
cons of t.';e Proposition No.
5, the anti-smoking initiative

- Ed.

PRO: Right to breathe
ANTI-SMOKING GROUPS
CLAIM RIGHT TO CLEAN
AIH
Proposition 5, which was
placed on the November ballot
by 600,000 signatures. is a
crest of the rising t ide of assertiveness on the part of nonsmokers who insist on their
rights to breathe clean air in
public places and the work
environment.

The sponsor, "Californians
for (;lean Indoor Air", originated with the statewide Group
Against Smoking Pollution and
included allied health organizations such as the American
Cancer Society, California Medi cal Association and Sierra Club.
SMOKERS ASKED TO KEEP
FUMES TO THEMSELVES
Many nonsmokers insist that
''second-hand smoke'' is dangerous to their health , especially
under prolonged exposure such
as working or living with a
smoker. Although there is conflicting medical opinions on this
issue, there is little doubt that
inhalation of tobacco smoke
is dangerous to people with
heart or lung disease, who make
up about 12 percent of Cal ifornia's population . Also tobaccc
smoke, especially the more pungent cigar or pipe fumes, is
offensive and may ru in the
aesthetic enjoyment of meals
and entertainment.
PROPOSITION
PROVISIONS : GENERAL
TO i>PECIFIC
The l nltlati~e would make
smoki ng unlawful in enclosed
public places, health and educational facilities and Indoor
places of employment except In
designated smoking sections.

Effects of these provisions
would be to establish both
smoking and nonsmoking sections in restaurants, with size
and location variable at the
manager's d1scret1on, and to
guarantee nQnsmokers smokefree places of employment .
Rooms in hospitals would be
smokefree, unless a smoki ng
room was requested. Auditoriums and classrooms would be
non-smoking, as at USO , and
smoking would be prohibited
in most public areas of retail
stores and other businesses.
EXCEPTIONS
TR OUBLESOME
Three general types of places
which are exempted from coverage are essentially private area~
where nonsmokers have no inter·
est in regulating smoking such as enclosed private offices,
designated smoking sections,
areas where en fo rcement would
be predictably difficult, as in
bars and in auditoriums during
rock concerts.

RIGHT TO SMOKE ALSO
SAFEGUARDED
Clea-n air advocates insist the
initiative specificall y recognizes
the "right to smoke", by pro·
viding designated smoking sections in indoor public places
and leaving outdoor areas or
private
places
unrestricted .
Given largely voluntary compli ance with posted signs, conflicts should be reduced, with
each person choosing the area
where he will be most com·
fortable. Smoking would be
prohibited only where conflict
is otherwise unavoidable, with
the right to breath clean air
taking precedence over the right
to smoke . Proponents of nonsmokers' rights cite numerous
legal authorities in su pport of
their cause .
COURT RULINGS MIXED
Anti-smoking groups filed
suit seeking the prohibition
of both smoking and tobacco
sales in the New Orleans Superdome on constitutiona l grounds,

FREE
CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(Oller expires Dec. 31 , 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

tute states :
the question of
smoking and health 'is still a
question; tobacco smoke does
not impefil normal nonsmokers ;
the tobacco farm program is an
essential part of public policy;
and the free dom of choice
of the in dustry's customers must
be preserved.
The tobacco industry is reportedly expi;cted to spend $5
million in oppostition to Proposition 5, and is prepared to
spend up to $15 mill ion . The
• California Poll reported September 12 that the measure
is favored by 58 pe rcent of
Cal ifornia
registered
voters,
opposed by 38 percent.
COMMON SENSE CRITICISM
" Our campaign is essentially
focusing on the initiative as
written : the fact that it's too
costly , its penalties are too
extreme, it's discriminatory and
it 's an infcingement on civil
liberties."
Citing the numerous exclusions from the measure, Meyers
said such "capricious and arbitrary" rules are "what you
get when you have seven lawyers
sit down and draw up a law
that is going to affect the lives
of 22 million people in 600,000
workplaces. "
Med ia
advertising
has
attacked the apparent contradictions and exceptions in Propo·

sition 5, which allow smoking
according to situation rather
than location. For example,
allowing smoking during rock
concerts, but not the symphony
or opera in the same auditorium
is regarded as confusing and
contradictory . Drafters of the
initiati ve concede that the
exceptions were a publ ic rela
tions error, but claim they
were included to make voluntary compliance a reasonabl e
expectation, reducing enforcement problems with the present municipal ordinance arise
predictable
situations
in
more related to the audience
than the location of an event .
Many of Proposition S's provisions, with notable exceptions
of restaurants and workplaces,
are already incorporated in existing San Di ego
County and
City ordinances . Common Sense
ads have suggested that pol ice
would be required to arrest
a ll violators of the new law.
However, offenses would be
classified as infractions , with
arrest neither required nor
expected under normal circumstances. As with parking tickets,
arrest or·' incarceration would
threaten only the scofflaw.
Cal ifornians for Common
Sense is headquartered at 22
Battery Street, Suite 404, San
Francisco, CA 94111.

but Federal District Court Judge
Jack Gordon dism issed their
suit, declaring that "to hold
that the First, Fifth , Ninth
or
Fourteenth Amendments
recognize as fun damental the
right to be free from cigarette
smoke would be to mock the
lofty purposes of such amendments." An appeals court also
dismissed , but an appeal to
the U.S. Supreme Court is
expected.

claimed an Associated Press
article from San Francisco . Tobacco's massive support of a pol itical ad campaign through
"Californians
for
Common
Sense", with relatively few individual dono rs, seems anyth ing
but an altruistic concern for
the public welfare. Pau l Loveday hopes that voters will consider the source , rather than
the volume or slickness of
media persuaders, predicting
that " If they hear things coming
CALIFORNIA COULD SET
from the tobacco industry,
MORE PRECEDENTS
which has a history of somewhat
The tobacco industry , mind- questionable practices, they're
ful of the trend-setting nature less likely to place a lot of
of the California legal and credibility in it ."
legislative process and the widenCAMPAIGN INFO
ing ripples created by Prop.
AVAILABLE
13 this summer, " Already , 33
Th e Campaign for Clean
states and scores of cities have
Indoor A ir, headquartered in
restricted public smoking to
Berkeley , offers information and
.s ome degree, including nearseeks popular financial support
total bans in Utah and Minnethrough a Southern California
sota. But Proposition 5 is office P.O. Box 45893, Los
stricter and more complicated, " Angeles, CA 90045.
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Nader ...
preventaole violence. The mass of
violence of unsafe cars utterly dwarves
the violence of 10,000 homicides a year."
ON NUCLEAR POWER
"A nuclear accident - such as by a
727 crashing into a nuclear power plant could wipe out San Diego. How can
you make a probability analysis for
nuclear sabotage?. . .Accidents can
happen.
"Some scientists have told me, 'We'll
be off this planet.. . in space colonies,
Venus, Mars by the year 2000 so why
worry.' Some even suggested they would
develop a human being resistant to

radiation ."

ON THE HIGH PRICE OF
CAT AND DOG FOOD
''With today's ads, you wonder how
dogs and cats survived in America before
1950. I saw one ad in which a producer
said : 'Six out of seven dogs prefecred
their dog food .'
,; I wrote the corporation, asking for
their study, and was told it was a yade
secret."
" Then I wrote Alpo Corp. - a competitor - which refused to comment on
its 'competitors' assertions. It's the old
'You scratch my fraud , I'II scratch
yours' philosophy.'"
ON PUBLIC ACCESS TO TV
"Morris the Cat (or his replacement)
can get on TV all the time, but Dr.
Herbert York - who is forecasting the
likelihood of world destruction due to
the arms race - is shut out by the Nielson
ratings.
"Then you are told that you can
always turn the TV off if you are dissatisfied. That's like telling a kid he can
run away from home and go to Times
Square to have fun ."

ON NADER'S SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SEXUAL
ADVANCES BY AN ATTRACTIVE DOW CHEMICAL
FEMALE EXECUTIVE
"Any personal relationship between
two people has to include their con·
victions.. Would you berate a woman for
not going with Hitler (if she considered
him masculine and physically attractive)?
"One must base a relationship on a
value system, not just on a person's smile
or physical attractiveness."
ON FOREIGN OIL
MONOPOLIES
"If OPEC didn 't exist, it would be
created by Exxon . Exxon routinely drives
up the price of local oil by raising the
price of natural gas to extortionist
levels. "
ON CORPORATE
ADVERTISING
"Corporate intrusiveness knows no
bounds. . . GM distributed insidious
comic books by the millions to kids to
promote its 'clean' image with characters
like Harry Hydrocarbon , Charlie Carbonoxide and Namey Nitricoxide.''
ON RAISING CHILDREN
"The corporate mercantile mental ity
has permeated our views on raising
children. Today's children are now (considered) economic liabilities (It cost
$65,000 to raise a kid to age lB today) .
People now aviod child bearing based on
economic grounds instead of religious,
moral, and other grounds."
ON CORPORATE BRIBERY
"The most intense crime is corporate
crime and white collar crime. . . Tax
shelters, bribery, payoffs are common ...
You name it, it occurs. All the major
coroporations are on welfare. Most pay
only six percent federal income tax."
FROSH ATTACKS NADER
During the question and answer
period, Nader was lambasted by a USO
undergraduate who claimed to be the son

PHOTOGRAPH BY STEVE AOSENTHAl

of a corporation president as well as a
freshman. "This is the first time I've ever
become angry enough to stand in front
of a large crowd," he said.
The freshman and Nader then had a
heated, ten-minute exchange in which
Nader was repeatedly interrupted.
Example: "Just how do you define a
corporation?" the freshm an asked.
Nader : "Is you father 's corporatior
listed in the Standard and Poore's top
5007"
Freshman : " I think so."
Nader : "How many employees does he
have?"
Freshman: "About twenty ."
Nader : "I seriously doubt your
father's corporation is in the top 500."
At one point, Nader stopped the
freshman in exasperation : "Now you
listen to me for once . . . you've talked
enoughl "
The audience applauded
approvingly .

Letters
culties.
First, Prof. Wang
could announce at the beginning
of each semester that such a
transcript is available , just aks
around for it. Such a tactic,
however, would put him in the
position of impliedly endorsing
its use and ex istence, which he
might possibly not choose to do.
A second solution would be
for him to completely restructure his course and lectures
and develop different hypos and
questions every semester to
keep one step ahead of the
t ranscript-hawkers.
This seems to be Weissman 's
preferred solution. There is the
possi bility , however, that someth ing important would be sacrificed by this solution .
Over a period of time a
teacher (not just a lecturer)
learns how to most effectively
convey certain information to
his/her students. There is real
value in that learned method
that should not be disposed of
simply because some students
prefer having canned lecture
notes rather thatn taking their
own notes in class. A teacher's
questions and hypos are not
ad-libbed or thought up on the
spur of the moment, but are,
rather, developed carefully and
gradually over a period of time .
I would imagine that most
effective professors who teach
the same course repeatedly give
simi lar lectures, use similar lectures, use similar hypos, and
provide the course with the same
structure and organization from

semester to semester. Weissman
assumes that to be an ineffective
and unimaginative way of teaching. I think her assumption is
very debatable .
Personally , I prefer an organized, well-structured course to a
disorganized, rambling mass of
pieced-together information (no
matter how imaginative or creative). If the organized classes
were taught the same way last
semester and will be taught
similarly next semester (updated
by current developments, of
course) I am not personally
offended, as long as I acquire
what I need to know from the
course .
Corinne Clark

Dean Weck.stein reacts ...
To the Editor :
Wh ile we have no desire to
interfere with your editorial
judgement, it does appear to me
that . . . if you are going to
appeal to us to help fund the
Woolsack on the basis that it
serves our alumni, those articles which deal with and publicize alumni affairs shou ld not
be excluded from coverage .
For example, your exclusion
of the article on the Distinguished Alumni Banquet was
expeclally unfortunate si nce we
have depended upon Woolsack
coverage to help notify alumn i
and students about thi& event,
and this lack of information
source may adversely affect
attendance since, through no
fault of ou1 own, other publl-

city channels have been relatively late in their exposure .
It would also seem that
since placement is a very important concern of our students, as recognized by your
article on Campus Jobs, that
you would cooperate with the
placement office by publicizing
interview information and consulting with the personnel in
that office or in the Finance
Office concerning accurate information on the cam pus job situation.
In this latter regard, at least
two major factual errors in the
article on Campus Jobs c~ page
eight of the last issue may have
been adverted. Contrary to the
statements therein, in addition
to work study jobs in the Law
Library and Clinic, the Law
School expends approximately
$50,000 per year for other work
study jobs for law students
during the academic year and
summers.
Secondly, at least in the past,
law students were eligibl e, in
some cases preferred, for certain part-time jobs in other
departments on this campus .
such as the dorms, food services, and sometimes Intramural
officials.
On the positive side, I should
add that I appreciate your
reemphisis upon coverage of
matters within and pertinent
to the School of Law. While
this is on the right track. I do
think that you could have found
space for the items that Placement Director Nan Oser claims
you excluded by some con-

densation of the material on
pages six and seven without
sacrificing your right to deal
with external matters.
Finally, just by way of information, and without relation to
the matters raised by Nan
Oser on the subject of future
funding, I should just like to
inform you that I have personally been a strong opponent
of diverting Graduate Student
Apartments to undergraduates
and will conti nue to be so in
the future . In this regard, your
coverage of this issue is welcome.

University that first year students, who are not residents
of San Diego, live on campus .If we did not have dormitories for such students, these
students would be unable to
enroll, the University would
have less revenue from outside the Law School , and consequently there would be leSs
revenue available for use of
law and other students throughout the campus and more
pressure on the Law School
to raise additional funds through
tuition or otherwise to improve the educational quality
of the School of Law.
I suggest that you discuss
with Nan Oser her grievances
if you expect to receive the
cooperation of her offi'ce and
the funds of the Law School
in mailing future issues of the
Woolsack to the Alumni. Thankyou for your consideration of
these matters.
Dean Donald Weckstein

On the other hand in fairness, it should be pointed out
that no Law School tuition
money goes for support of the
Graduate Center and it, like
the rest of the housing facilities on campus, are more than
self-supporting. In other words,
rather than the Law School
subsidizi ng that part of the
campus operation, undergraduate as well as graduate housThe
Woo/sack
currently
ing, in fact, make funds avail- announces events of interest to
able for expenditu re for the law students (including PIBCt1benefit of the Law School ment Office interviews and
and · other parts of the Univer- alumni-sponsored events) in the
page 8 Calendar section.
sity .
The current situation in the
We have not, nor ever will
Graduate Apartments is, as you provide any special editorial
pointed out In your article, treatment to any particular
a temporary one, not expected group. Although the Woo/sack
to lest beyond the current receives funding from the SBA
academic year. Its justification and to a small degffltl from the
is not to be found simply in school administretion, ACLU
the relative ability of law attorneys have informed us that
students and undergraduates to any reduction in funding from
fend for themselves In the local th- sources bll#d on our
external housing market, but editorial contrmt can and will
in the requirement of the result In t.deral court law.
wits. - Ed.
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Lou Kerig

week, Kevin Henry - winner of
last week 's "Good Sportsman"
vs
award in my book, and newCLEAN HANDS :
comer Al Shack - strong, fast
4 :30 P.M.
and in shape .
Behind them
secondary
aces Rick Fahrney.
Kas to be the
game of this year and of Dick Stai ton and Terry Owens :
any year in USO intramural had great game against· JAGS.
football.
In the twelve plus But it is offense th at's trained
yea rs that I have been he re , to put points on the board,
I can not recall a contest so and OB Dan Abbot, H B Dave
programmed for excitement, Danielsen, and End Steve Nelson
tension and excell ence. Don 't do it. So who's going to win?
miss it ! PDP is com in g in at I'm picking t he drop back 2·0 with an easy 28·6 win in the pocket passer, Dan
Pictured above are the Di~bled Ducks, Champs of this past vveekends
last Sunday over JAGS . CLEAN Abbot, to p revail o ver " Th e
That means I
M lnnertube Water Polo Tourney. Top left - Fan Nancy Munkres, HANDS is also 2·0, thanx to a Scrambler."
1
Ti,;, Barry, John Busch , Rick Thomas, Rick Anonym_ous. Second hard earned 14-0 Sunday win think Dan can pass thru Mi ke
row Jeff Primes, Fans Terry and K.J., Tina Pivlanka, Gmny Langdan. over
KRYPTOS .
CLEAN lu izzi and Savvas Ma rinos - a
HANDS ' offense is in the prediction I'd be ve ry happy
Front are Terry Ripper and Joana Phelps.
PDP
hands of "The Scrambler," to have to take back .
Keith Schirmer. Stu Mc intosh by six.
DUCKS WIN I.M.
deserves recognition for three
TUBE TITLE
ALSO
super catches against KRYPTOS.
The Disabled Ducks, a law until th ey ran into the steamBRIEFS VS PDP
But CLEAN HANDS' champion- STICKY
school team, cw.shed all. oppo- roller Ducks and had to settle
(CAL WESTI : 1 :30 P.M.
ship potential rests in
the
sition in splashing their way for 2nd place.
Jim O'Day
dete rmined "Hands" of its
to a 24 -7 victory to capture the suppli ed the main offensi ve
defe nse - toughest in league. STICKY BRIEFS byed last
Fall lnnertube Classic.
T1_na punch for the Tubers.
For
Steve Rundle - fast off line, week. They are 1-0 after 26-0
Pivonka led the Cucks with those that mi ssed out on this
Gene Yale - alert, and Jim win ove r JAGS. Offense fea9 goals while bei_ng supported H20 experie nce, there will be
Mangione - smart, do it all. t ures Don Hall and Steve Wingby Rick Thomas with 5 scores.
another tourney held in the
Defense features Jay
Rick Thomas three-sta rred Sun- field.
The Tubers , another law
day in defensive backfield. Two Sacks, Steve Wingfield and Greg
team, made a fine showing spring,
way athletes Mike lui zzi and McClai n - a rookie to watch.
Savvas Marinos play their hearts But completely dominating and
intimidating is Wes Pratt - a
nut.
PDP gets a determined charge two way star. Sam· Heed is a
PDP (CAL
from defensive line of Mark big pass target.
Speck -three key flags last WESTI has a few experien ced
PHI DEL TA PHI (USDI

Baseball races

athletes.
Defensive line of
Gary Rudoph, Brian Tucke r
and Claude Ogilvi e is a noteworthy
exception, however.
Offense is nil. STICKY BRIE FS
shou ld win as it chooses. Off
the board on this one .
ALSO
KRYPTOS VS FUBAR:
3:30 P.M.
F UBAR , our first year law
school team , was a pleasant
surprise winning 6-0 over PDP
(CAL WESTI
OB Dave Rosen berg plays hard . Team Cap tain
Craig Ram seyer starred on de ·
tense with a key pass bloc k and
a pass interception. Defensive
standouts were Drew Griffin
in secondary and line rush by
Jeff Millm an. KRYPTOS is 0-2 ,
uut its a bad schedule not a bad
team . This clu b has talent and
will handle FUBAR easily. Bill
Rathbone was a superstar last
week with six big play s on
defense .
Dave Morin and
"Animal" need only repeat their
fine play of last week.KRYPTOS
is a team of mature athletes
who have earned respect for the
spo rtsmanl ike quality of their
play.
Pick here is KRYPTOS
by 20 .
JAGS, a 28-6 loser to PDP
(USDI, has a bye this week .

take shape

By Mark Speck
The largest law School Baseball league ever has now completed four weeks of competition and it appears that a
number of familiar faces will
be present when the playoffs
get undervvay in early November. The American League,
which consists of all but one
of the annual contenders, is
developing into a five team
scramble . Since there are only
four playoff slots available,
someone will be absent at
tournament time.

Heading up the division are
the unbeaten Runs , who con tinue to improve and may
possibly be ·primed to go all
the way this time. Back to back
one run victories over two of

thei r principal rivals, Ball Four
and Well Hung Jury, have virtually assured the Runs of
a
post-season
berth . Skip
Palazzo, Rob Rosen, and Ernie
Gross combine fo r a stylish
infield and Howard Susman is
still frustrating hitters with 15
ft . spitters. The Runs have
also strenghthened thei r squad
with a couple of first year
blue chippers, Craig Barkacs and
Greg McClain, McClains three
run jolt meant the difference
in a 6 - 5 triumph over Ball
Four .
Chasing the Runs are a
pair of seasoned teams, Pacers
and Ball Four. Both are 3 - 1
and, in all probability, will
occupy one of the top four
spots at ttie conclusion of the
regular season . Ball Four fields
essentially the same team as
in seasons past. (iolden ·glover
Ardie Boyer has shifted to
th ird and Hernon Cetina has
assumed the shortstop duties
to bolster an already competent defense . Pete Gyben, Ben
1 Haddad
and Chri s Maglaras

wield productive bats for Ball
Four and the acquisition ·· of
Scott Linton and Bill Naumann
has supplied greater depth . The
Pacers have trJditionally pro·
spe red on power and this year ·
is no exception. ,Jack Cohen-.
Hector Apodaca 001d Bo b Rosemeyer are constant threats to
K.O. the oppositi o n with four
baggers, as they have on numer·
ous occasions. Additonally, the
Pacers have signed Ted Cobb,
who is unquestionably the
premier hurler in the leagu e
and Steve Nelson. who is among
the most prolific hitters.
Well Hung Jury and Nasty
Torts are in less favorable
positions,
having
already
sustained t wo losses apiece.
Neither can afford an additional
setback withou t greatly hinde ring their playoff hopes. Well
Hung appears to have a slight
edge in a race against the Torts,
since the latte r lost a substan ·
tial amount of run production
with the departure of slugger
Tom Rees. Still, Mike Stuckey
and Paul Freeman have helped
the Torts to re bound from th ere
dis mal start and victory th is
week over Ball f ~ur would
be three in a row for th e defending champs. Well Hung
returns the same team which
reached the finals last Spring
and their two losses h ave come
at the hands of frontrunners
Ball Four and the Runs . J eff
Pratt is always a complete
player and Bill Kelley has
added exce ll ent defense to the
outfield .
The Nationa l league, with
one major exception, is wide
· open. That exception, the 12
Inch Ball ers, are totally dom·
inating their conference and
Joh n Schroeder's gang Is a
good bet to go undefeated
during the regular season . At

Dave Danielson of PDP streaks by defender for short gain during opening vveek of football. PDP
meets Clean Hands this week at 4 :30.

this stage none of the Ballers
divisional competitors have survived the 10 run rule, despite
the presence of John Liberman
whose unparalleled ineptitude
at catching makes th e umpires
duties extremely perilous . Along
witll Schroder. Monty Mcintyre,
Ross Peabody and Lou Houn gin are scoring runs in abundance and Don Hall has aided
the Ballers on both offense
and defe nse.
The remainde r of the league
is still a pu zzle and its anyone's
guess as to wh ich teams will
capture the other three playoff
positi ons. The So.ftballers under
Stan Matsunaka might have
been considered finished afte r
absorbing two bad defeats. but
they h ave rallied to even th ei r
record at 2 - 2. Carlos Molina and Mark Brody were in·
strumental In the come back .
Mark Norych has the Illegal
Procedures playing surprisi ngl y
well and they are presently
deadlocked with Dan Haat's
Sons of Cardozo In second
place . One L fea tu res tho ro·
tati ng
battery
of
George
Roylston and brow Griffin, but

they have emerged with only
one victory and that came against the winless Aai:dverks
who continue to lose 1ri · ~pite
of th e eJJ:cellent efforts of
captain Fager Heaton . A-Z
also has one mark in the victory column, but that was
a season opening upset of the
Nasty Torts .

STANDINGS
American
Th e Runs
Ball Four
Pacers
Well Hung Jury
Nasty Torts
Th e Team
Cosmic Hands
Unnamed

National
12 Inch Ba lle rs
Sons of Cardozo
Illega l Procedures
Softball ers
A- Z
One L
Aard varks

4-0

3- 1
3- 1
2- 2
2- 2
1-3
1-3

0- 3

4-0

2- 1
2- 1
2- 2

1- 2

1- 3
0-4
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FREE

STEVE ROSEN THAL

FOOTBALL
All l:w students are invited
at No cost to attend the various
Intercollegiate sports e ve nts that
are and will be taking place on
cam pus .
Th is fall, NCAA Football ,
Basketball , and Wome n 's Volley·
ball and Basketball are being
offered. The teams are highly
competitive and display a high
quality of skill .
This is a t ransition year as
next year the school is moving
to Divis ion I in th e NCAA.
Schedules of games are posted
at the sports center.
So, for entertainment at
very reasonable ra tes, Coma out
to a USO Ball game . There is
a Football ganie this week
d~wn at the Bowl on Saturday
night starting at 7 :30 P.M .
P.S. Your l.D . card must be
shown to be admitted free .
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APOLOGIA WITH PIE

POETRY

The following poems

p.

Ostensibly they're apples; really just
so many sliced apologies. They hide
inside a shell of equal parts regret
and flour. How graceless is their mother, me.
She uses food instead of clumsy speech,
domestic art in the mechanical
world: special weapon for invisible
wars of the would-be wonderful. A pie
plate lifted up to tempt the rambler in
his car, which has no working windows. Wind
blows in the scent of women not yet met,
perfumed with novelty and fruitless of
love. The conviction of the baker was
a long time back. The rambler holds her still.

wrirren and contributed

by USO law students. -Arts Ed.

THJS WINTER
The distance between Boston and L.A.

is only so many telephone poles and highways.

- Amy Wrobel

So Jong distance i tell you ,
"it takes me seven seconds to make a gin and tonic"
and you tell me,

SPACEMEN GET OLDER TOO

But what happens when its the end of the world!

Some sixth sense for lost and found
has driven me - a homing pigeon
on a mercy flight to you.

"the average American family of four spends
twenty-two dollars a year for facial soap."

I'll say'
"Help, the world is becoming over!"

It's something in the air
something someone said.
An alley cat's answer to an empty garbage can
An alley cat's revenge.

and you11 say,
"standard or eastern?"
and it will occur to me that two halves clinging to a whole
makes only Delmonty peaches in heavy s.)14li1> - slushing around
in the can . stashed in your airport consciousness · in your
convenience· apartment
where forb and the garbage disposal grind and
stab one another
at four in the morining when you can't sleep.
"six hours a night is enough" yo.u used to plead
climbing on me in time for army calisthenics,

You - slippery thing
Slither you through a mind field of best intentions.
Ripe and ready tomorrows stolen from achild'S'dream
Planted with your geraniums, they become weeds underfoot.
It's not a runner's last mile
or a boxer's last punch.
It's just that 1 ~pacemerl!-get older too.
A time traveler's stance falls in with the rest
You 're a dying breed.
So settle back on life :.._ 111 dig you a victory
tell you some secrets
Battles are lost and won on anthills throughout the country.

in time for me to pretend that i have opinions
for you lo pretend that you're not losing your hair .
for my cat and your dog to do battle in the livingroom
disturbing someone else's lover asleep on the couch
and the ghost
who keeps painting the kitchen.

The earth still moves while we're asleep.
You - lost on that mound of papers on your desk
say you lost something
something you forgot you had.
I get concerned and turn on the lights

Our beasts, extentions of ourselves when we are as we seem.
Six hours, twelve, multiples of time for me to be here
while this city .hibernates, while my nerve endings stretch like ivy
to attach themselves to something transient.

Sure enough it's there - stranded.
It's the Bermuda Triangle and it lies
between your eyes.
-Elizabeth Kramer

- Elizabeth Kramer

GREECE
Can't escape the Insect Hum
a tiny multitude sing electric
wind scorching eyes sweating
speed increase on dying roads
dogs how'l at unseen gods.
The motorcycle, cliff edge, roars
passing crumbling villages
toothless ancient ~ady in black
threatening a cowering donkey , turns
curses the modem monster beneath me.
Lrt night you awakened
l> liile fireflies paid homage
and S\ •rs,
tin) pinholes in the canopy called night,
glitteri d cool diamonds
"Will this last?" I asked
"F ten Zeus commit.B adultery," you reaponded alrangely.

- RANDAL COHEN

SEPTEMBER 25th

Woman's lower lip sucked between mine
stretches
wet
lender and pink.
Embracing mouths mash a kiss
twisted circle
twisting circle.
Parting lip tug,
how resilient our gentle tissues!
for such tearing occasions.
- Manny

Expression of tension,
The weather Taut bright-tight wire.
Intense - crackling
Heat.
Tensity furor
Erupts lmprtssion of size,
. onic corruption,
wift senae overload.
Body Babel.
Transistor aadneu F'tlla livea,
Memory tune.
lta 1ea1oned endurance
Noetalgia be-jeweled.
-PEGGY
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TUITION INCREASE

continued from page 1
WECKSTEIN PROPOSAL DEFEATED
Deen Weckstein urged the Tuition
Committee to approve atuition range
up to $4050 (a 10.9 percent increase) .
"I didn't want our hands tied If we found
that our needs out<tripped our Income,"
he said.
But as Weckstein acknowledged,
"my
position
did
not
prevail ;"
the proposed range was defeated B-2 ..
"I never heard of a range in which
they picked the lowest figure ," noted
Norych.
Following the meeting', Weckstein
told the Woolsack that he will "support the Committee's recommendation . .' . I think the increase was
appropriate."
FACULTY SALARIES
Next Monday the Budget Committee will consider the Tu it ion Commit·
tee's proposa l and t hen decide on a
recommended facul ty saiarv increase .
Dean Weckstein said he would recommed a " minimum faculty salary increase
of ten percent and desira ble increase of
12 percent."
As if to telegraph an omen to the
facu lty, howe ve r, Weckstein added,
" I th ink a 12 percent faculty salary
increase is unl ikely
and Presiden t
Carte r is announcing seven percent
gu idelines in "llary increases."

Calendar

October 7 to October 22

byVlc:kll11~

7

PHI ALPHA DELTA PICNIC.
First general meeting open to all.
12 noon at Del Mar beach . For
Information call 224-1997.
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
BANQUET. USO law School
Alumni Association presents
guest speaker Louis Nizer. The 7
pm dinner will be preceeded by
a cocktail half-hour at the
Atlantis Restaurant. For information call 293-4529.

10

4th DISTRICT COURT OF
APPEALS The October calendar will be heard in the USO
law School Courtroom , 9 :30 12:00 and 1 :30 - 5 :00 pm.
JUNEAU
EXTERNSHIP resumes due for spring and fall
appoi ntments.

11

SULLIVAN ,
JONES,
AND
ARCHER resumes due for o n-

campus interviews .

12

13

DR . BONIFACE OBICHERE .
Panel discussion on lnterpoli tical
Strife sponsored by Speakers
Bureau .
B pm in Salomon
lecture Hall , OeSales
Hall, USO. General Admissi on
$3.50, Students-$2 .50.
JAZZ CONCERT.
The Carl
Evans Ensemble will play at
USO 's lark, B - 10 pm . Open
to publ ic free of charge .
HOLIDAY BOUTIQUE .
Evening includes sale of handmade items, door prizes and
refreshments. 7 :30 pm in the
French Parlor, Founders Hall,
For info rm at ion call
USO.
274-1081 .

18-20 MOOT COURT ENVIRONMENTAL LAW COMPETITION
F irst and Intermed iate rounds
Wed nesda y and Th ursday 7 pm
at Co unty Courtho use , Downt own . Final s Friday noon in
USO Co urt room.

$22, 145 A LLOCATED

SBA dishes it out

Diana Booth
Th is year's SBA budget meeting was a
carnival of unhappy organizations, The
total amount of money requested fa r
exceeded the available funds .
It was
obvious from the onset that, regardless
of what the SBA all ocated, few, if any.
of the organizations would be happy with
the results .
A total of seve nteen organizations,
excluding the SBA, requested $46,991
wo rth of fun ding. The SBA had $22,144.BO worth o f fun ds at the beginn ing of
the day . Some o f it was already obl igated
such as $2,000 to chan ge the SBA Lounge
into a snack bar.
SBA DEDUCTIONS
Th e SBA took $44 70 off the top for
the maintenance of the SBA office and
to provide for SBA funct ions. At the end
of the day they reduced this fi gure by an.
additional $700.
Th is left $1 3 ,674 to provi de for the
$46,991 in requests . Wi tho ut evaluat ing
the valid ity or relative impo rtance of the
various requests , on average , the d iffe rent
organ izat ions should have recei ved abou t
30% of the amounts they requested.
(If the sala ry requests of the Woolsack
are disregarded, the o rgan izations sh ould
end up with about 40% of the amounts
they requested).
At the beginning of t he meeti ng there
was an across-the-board elim ination of
SBA fund ing for conventions . Th is was
seen as an equita ble way of reducing
total . requests without d iscriminat ion .
Funding was ~ill availa ble for minority
rec ruitment tn ps. In additi on, the SBA
ad op.ted a policy to encourage minority

recrui tment.

WOMEN 'S CLINIC ELIMINATED
The_ worst consequence of the budget
ORGANIZATION
S BA : O ff ice
G raduation
to remove te l.

meet ing was that the SBA told the
Women's Cl inic tha t it could not afford
to conti nue to suppo rt the organization
and t hat it must seek its fu ndin g else'.
where. The Women's Legal Clin ic was
allocated enough money to re main open
for three mont hs; after that it 's on its
own.
A major problem that ex ist s with th e
organizati ons requesti ng funds is that
most groups come to th e SBA as the ir
initial sou rce o f funds. As the SSA 's
source of revenue is ext remely lim it ed
($ 15 per student) , t here will never be
enough to satisfy al l o rganizations requesting funding.
Alternative sources of fundi ng are
avaolable (e.g. President's fund and
matching funds from ABA/ LSD - see
Philip Matricardi). and shoul d be lo o ked

Partv)

lntramuralt

M ic hae l Mohr
( golf tournament)

ABA/ LS D
BA LS A

lntar nH' I Law S oc iety
Nat h"• Ameri c ans
Chi cano Law S tudenu

Woman-ln ·l•w
Moot Court

SP.. kar'1 CommlttH

Woman '• lag11 C.ntar

Asian Uw S tudanu

NH'I L ewvar 't Guild

W oo11aclc.
U \l"I Revl1w
E nvlronmantal Law Soc ,

CURRENT
PROBLEMS
IN
CRIMINAL EVIDENCE . Seminar presented by CE B 9 am _
4 :30 pm in the Cove Room l.;i
Jolla Village Inn. $6 5 en;oll ment fee includ es course

;:;~~~ For informat ion call
21-22 BALSA REGIONA L CON FERENCE . Featuring workshop and
Job Fair on Saturday an d a
business meeting on Sunday .
USO law School.

A nyone interested in submitting calenitem s should send them to Vicki
Hirsch, c/o The Woolsac k, USO Law
Sch ool, A lcala Park , S.O. 92110 by the
Tuesday before publication date. NeGt
publication is Friday October
d~r

2 rlffS

The

budget

meet ing

was

the

fi rst

mee ti~g of th e newly elected SBA repre-

sen tatives. It wo uld have probabl y been
better if the reps had met beforehand
to look at t he di ffe rent budget requests
and to determine common pol icy .
As it was, policy was generally decided
:is the issues arose . Seve ral times an
~ssu e was deci ded by seeing how similar
issues had been decided with regards to
~n organ ization that had already received
its funds even though the issue had not
~ ~~ d iscussed during the previous organ1zat1ons allocation (e .g. Should the SBA
provide . funds for lodging while away
on recruitment trips?).
In addition , those organ izations scheduled towards the beginning of what
became an SY. hour meeting tended to
get more funding than those organi zations
scheduled later on .

UESTED

Pred . fund
K•ggers

Dark th lrllt CH 'lwH n

S~A MEETING .
Board of
Directors. 9 am in Addm 2C.

onto.

AM~~~ALLOCATIONS
78 - 79

ONLY

21

1 ,3 76
2 ,000
1,100
778

1,7 0 0
8 10
509
1,850
3,730
1,848
5 00
2 ,4 9!5
1,0 6 1
8 00
23 ,680
2 ,193
480

N ote, The orga nlz. t1on1 u a llltad In t he order In

~~~7~LLOCATED

1200
1500
50
40
9 80
1 ,000

EARLY DISCOUNT end week of October 20th
Save $50 by igning up for our course NOW!

AMT. AL .
Fill 77

660

1,5 00
6 00

100
780

450
10 48 .80
4 50
223
831
8 50
053
0
625
50 8 .48
100
4 .08 6 .28

56 0
8 53

;~g

#

on the I course in California and the nation

11 5
1 ,0 72
1,272
448
3000
52 1
3 ,5 78
1,8 3 1

3 40
Whi ch the y cam• b e fore the b udget

DO IT WITH THE COURSE
THAT OTHERS USE FDR COMPARISON

DO IT WITH BAR/BRJ
niE MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW

ntact '\bur Campus Re
.
or call one of our offices: J>reSentat~~
I:os i')l1g1.:b: (21.1)9.17-.'1'120
-~n l·r~nc1.'><-, o: (41.'i) +ll-.'i60()
I >i<.~ i: 014) 2.'16-()(\2.1
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